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We have computed adsorption (binding) energy of Al atom over the various points of the stepped Si(332) surface and
have built potential energy map as seen by Al adatom over the surface. The binding energy of adatom was found to be the
largest over two broad regions in the middle of terrace and having the values of −5.66 eV and −5.42 eV. Such broad potential
minima form two valleys where the adatom may diffuse along the terrace overcoming energy barriers of 0.2 eV. Meanwhile,
the activation energy needed for the adatom to diffuse from one terrace to another is 2.14 eV. It is expected that Al adatoms
diffuse along these valleys during epitaxial growth before slowing down and attaching themselves to the terrace steps. In the
vicinity of terrace step the adsorption energy calculated taking into account additional relaxation of surface Si atoms due to
interaction with Al adatom has the value of −5.67 eV. Calculations of the relaxation of the stepped Si(332) surface and of
adsorption energies of Al adatom were performed in the framework of density functional theory.
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Formation of periodically ordered nanoscale atomic
structures is among the goals of modern technol-
ogy. Potential tool for achieving this goal is the use
of stepped crystalline surface as a template for self-
organized growth of periodic atomic clusters or one-
dimensional chains. According to the classical model
of crystal growth during a constant flux of atoms they
overpass the surface terraces and are adsorbed there.
That was demonstrated experimentally [1]. At rela-
tively high temperatures adatoms can diffuse on the
terraces until they are desorbed back to the gas or ap-
proach a step edge where they are captured and local-
ized. At intermediate temperatures the formation of
atomic islands occurs when few adatoms meet together.
If one chooses the sort of adatoms which will crystal-
lize into material having very different lattice constant
compared to the substrate one, then one may expect
that adatomic islands will not coalesce into homoge-
nous overlayer. This was a basic idea succesfully ap-
plied earlier to grow nanoclusters of PbS, CdSe, and
ZnSe on Si surface [2]. Recently much of experimen-
tal and computational effort is devoted to the study of
metallic element atom adsorption. Usually metal atom
impurities are used to form the deep enegy levels in
the band gap of bulk semiconducors. For the same rea-

son it is expected that the nanosize formations of metal
atoms could lead to a narrow bunch of energy levels
or even band (in case of nanowires) deep in the en-
ergy band gap of a semiconductor. That would suggest
many new interesting opportunities for inventing new
optoelectronic devices.

In order to get a deeper understanding of epitaxial
growth of metal clusters, we have chosen to study Al
atom behaviour on a stepped Si surface. A stepped sili-
con surface Si(332) was chosen as a substrate. Si(332)
surface is vicinal to Si(111) plane. It has about 10 de-
grees slope and contains five atoms across the terrace
width, as shown in Fig. 1. To model crystalline sur-
face one takes a superlayer of few atomic layers and a
vacuum region. Such a superlayer is periodic both in

Fig. 1. A stepped Si(332) surface and Al atoms above it. Si atoms
from different layers are shown as white and black balls, Al atom
as a gray ball. Al atom is shown at three different lateral positions

where its binding energy has local minima (see also Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. A superlayer used to model stepped Si(332) surface. Steps are formed by cutting flat (111) surface with the (332) plane. Unit cell
contains 44 Si atoms.

perpendicular and parallel to the surface directions. An
elementary supercell of thus chosen superlayer in our
case contains 44 Si atoms and is shown in Fig. 2.

At first we performed calculations to find the relaxed
equillibrium atomic positions of the surface. Only four
atomic monolayers at the boundary with vacuum were
allowed to relax. The equillibrium configuration of the
relaxed surface atoms is shown in Fig. 3. Computation
of relaxed structure was performed until convergence
of atomic forces to the value of 0.1 eV/Å was reached.

Then we approached Al atom to such a relaxed sur-
face at the surface point (x, y) and, by altering its dis-
tance to the surface, were looking for the minimum to-
tal energy of the system. Knowing this minimal energy
of Al+Si(332) system we subtracted energies of sep-
arate Al atom and Si(332) surface and thus obtained
adsorption (binding) energy of Al atom at the surface
point (x, y).

To calculate a total energy of the atomic system we
applied density functional theory and used computer
code fhi96md [3]. The exchange–correlation potential
was taken after Ceperley–Alder [4], the electron–ion
interactions were described by pseudopotentials given
in [5]. The electronic wave functions were expanded
in a plane wave basis set with the kinetic energy cut-
off equal to 20 Ry. Due to a large amount of com-

Fig. 3. Equilibrium positions of relaxed surface layer atoms. The
initial positions of Si ions at the ideal crystalline lattice points are

shown by black dots.

putations we had to simplify our calculations. Usually
density functional calculations are performed until con-
vergence of the Kohn–Sham equations is reached. We
did this procedure only twice. At first it was done in
the calculations of surface relaxation. Then, in order
to obtain the adsorption energies at various points of
adatom above the surface, we simplified the calcula-
tions as follows: electron density was not calculated
self-consistently but was obtained from the atomic or-
bitals in tight-binding approximation and was further
used to calculate the total energy of the system. By do-
ing this one can obtain only an approximate form of the
adsorption energy map – define its minima, saddle, and
maxima points, but not the exact energy values. Af-
ter these calculations we found that the largest binding
energy of Al adatom is at the point A(x, y) = (1.91,
2.15) (in Å) in the middle of the terrace (Figs. 1 and
3). Only for this point we then performed full elec-
tron density convergence calculations and obtained the
binding energy value of −5.66 eV. Then we shifted al-
ready obtained adsorption energies at the other (x, y)
points in such a way that the energy map had an abso-
lute minimum at the point A with the binding energy of
−5.66 eV. In addition, the further relaxation of surface
silicon atoms due to interaction with Al adatom was
not taken into account. Therefore the results of such
a simplified calculation are valid only at high tempera-
tures when the kinetic energy of adatom is large and it
moves fast on top of the surface without stopping any-
where and has not enough time to induce significant
surface structure changes. Thus obtained adsorption
energy map is shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Such a map of adsorption energy can be treated
as a potential energy surface for Al adatom above
the Si(332) surface. It tells us that during epitaxial
growth Al atoms most likely will condense at the places
of potential energy minima at the points A(x, y) =
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Fig. 4. (a) A map of adsorption energy of Al atom over the Si(332)
surface. x and y axes are Al atom coordinates in Å with respect to
the Si atom at the bottom left corner in the panel (b). The darkest
regions correspond to the largest binding energy. (b) and (c) are the
top and side views of the Si(332) surface atoms. The terrace step
is at y = 8 Å. All three pictures should be imagined periodic in x

and y directions. Lattice periods are 3.84 and 17.99 Å in x and y

directions respectively.

(1.91, 2.15), B(x, y) = (1.91, 14.18), and C(x, y) =

(0.96, 8.44) (in Å) with adsorption energies −5.66 eV,
−5.42 eV, and −4.69 eV respectively. Potential wells
at A and B points are localized in the middle of the ter-
race and have close binding energy values. It is ex-
pected that at these points atoms attach themselves to
the surface and initiate an island formation in the mid-

dle of terrace or at the step in the case of point C.
Both potential minima at A and B points are broadly ex-
tended and form some sort of valleys, where the adatom
may diffuse along the terraces overcoming 0.2 eV en-
ergy barriers. In contrast, to diffuse up or down to the
next terrace the atom has to overcome 2.1 eV energy
barrier.

Another feature of potential energy surface is a sharp
adsorption energy minimum located in the vicinity of
the terrace step at the point C. Unlike the energy min-
ima at A and B points the minimum around C point
is localized and may form the suitable spot where the
atom may attach itself. To check whether this could
really happen at low temperatures, when the adatom
looses its kinetic energy and may stay for a longer time
to induce the structure changes of the surface atoms, we
have performed one more self-consistent calculation al-
lowing the silicon atoms in the vicinity of Al atom to
relax. In that case the adsorption energy is significantly
lowered, contrary to the case when the surface silicon
atoms are fixed, and now has the value of −5.67 eV.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, Al atom in this case comes into
strong covalent binding with the edge silicon atoms.

This energy value has to be compared with the ad-
sorption energy at the point A in the middle of the ter-
race step computed again taking into account relaxation
of the surface atoms due to interaction with Al atom.
Now the situation changes to the opposite: the adsorp-
tion energy in the middle of the terrace is −5.51 eV,
which means that here the adatom and surface bond is
weaker than at the terrace step where adsorption energy
is −5.67 eV (recall that the values of adsorption ener-
gies have been −5.66 eV in the middle of terrace and
−4.69 eV at the edge of terrace without taking into ac-
count Si atoms interaction with Al adatom). Therefore
as a conclusion we suggest that the reconstruction of
the crystal lattice is an important factor for the adatom

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional image of adsorption energy map.
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Fig. 6. Electron density contour map in the plane also containing an Al atom.

migration on the terrace to the terrace step, as it has
been experimentally demonstrated in [1].
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ALIUMINIO ATOMO ADSORBCIJOS ANT LAIPTUOTO SILICIO PAVIRŠIAUS ENERGIJOS
APSKAIČIAVIMAS
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Santrauka
Pasitelkus tankio funkcionalo teoriją apskaičiuota aliuminio

atomo adsorbcijos (ryšio) energija virš įvairių laiptuoto kristalinio
silicio paviršiaus Si(332) vietų. Iš gautų energijos verčių sudary-
tas dvimatis paviršiaus žemėlapis, vaizduojantis potencinį lauką,
kuriame juda Al atomas, sąveikaujantis su kristalo paviršiumi. Di-
džiausia ryšio energija (−5,66 ir −5,42 eV) buvo gauta, kai ato-
mas yra plačiose srityse terasos viduryje. Čia susidaro potencinės

energijos slėniai, kuriuose epitaksinis atomas gali difunduoti išilgai
terasos, įveikdamas 0,2 eV aukščio energijos barjerus. Tuo tarpu
aktyvacijos energija, būtina atomui peršokti nuo vieno terasos laip-
telio ant kito, yra 2,14 eV dydžio. Vykstant epitaksinio auginimo
procesui Al atomai difunduoja išilgai terasų, kol praranda kinetinę
energiją ir prilimpa prie terasos laiptelio. Įskaičius paviršiaus si-
licio atomų relaksaciją dėl sąveikos su Al atomu, ryšio energijos
vertė šioje vietoje yra −5,67 eV.


